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Abstract. TRIZ is one of the most important tool for innovative design. But the theory that how to 
use the tools of TRIZ to solve problems isn’t mature. So, this paper puts forward a method, which 
introduces how to use contradiction matrix to solve problems that we meet when we design products. 
Firstly, we should make sure ideal final result (IFR) of products and find the problems of the products 
by the IFR, then compare the problems with engineering parameters and be sure deteriorative 
engineering parameters of the products. Secondly, find technical contradictions of the products by 
proposing conventional methods which we can use to deal with the problem obviously. Thirdly, seek 
contradiction matrix table and find the inventive principles according to the technical contradictions. 
Finally, translate the inventive principles to specific design ideas. In the end, this paper use design of 
clamping device in milling fixture as an example. 

1. Introduction 

TRIZ is one of effective innovative thinking methods which is used to solve the products problems. 
Comparing with trial and error, brainstorming and other innovative thinking methods, TRIZ can 
provide ideas that are used to solve similar problems and which are more likely to solve problems of 
products. Contradiction matrix as one of the important tool of TRIZ in deal with problems of products 
[1], it can solve most of the problems we meet while designing the products.  

When designers handle problems of product, they often meet such situation: while they puts 
forward conventional methods to improve the problems, it will generate other problems meanwhile. 
For such technology contradictions, designers often use the compromise methods rather than real 
methods to handle the problems completely [2]. The contradiction matrix can solve this situation well, 
and solve the problems completely.  

Contradiction matrix [3] is a matrix, which compose by 39 engineering parameters and 40 
invention principles [4]. Contradiction matrix is a 39×39 matrix, in the first column and first row of 
the contradiction matrix are 39 serial number that represent engineering parameters. The first column 
and first row represent improvement engineering parameters and deteriorative parameters 
respectively. The number in the contradiction matrix cell represent invention principle that can deal 
with technology contradictions. That means these invention principle in the cell can 
solve corresponding technology contradiction. The steps using contradiction matrix to solve 
technology contradictions existing in product are shown below and the process is shown in figure 1.  

1) Find the problems existing in the product and translate the problems into corresponding 
engineering parameters.  

2) Make sure deteriorative engineering parameters and improvement engineering parameters of 
technical contradictions.  

3) Look up contradiction matrix table and find invention principles that can solve the technology 
contradictions.  

4) Translate the invention principles into specific design schemes.  

 
Fig. 1 Application process of contradiction matrix 
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2. Find the problems of product by IFR 

According to the steps given above, in order to use contradiction matrix in conceptual design, we 
should firstly find the problems existing in the product. This paper provide a method to find the 
problems existing in the product by using IFR of the system. According to the definition of the IFR of 
the system: System does not use additional resources, it can achieve desired function by itself, and at 
the same time it does not produce harmful functions [4]. Because IFR of the system does 
have harmful functions, and product conceptual design is to reduce the consumption of resource and 
the harmful functions of the product, that is meaning product innovation is the product  looming 
in the IFR of the product. Designers can find out the problems existing in the product by 
comparing the existing product with IFR of the product. The steps how to use IFR to find out the 
problems existing in the product are shown below and the flow chart is show in figure 2. 

1) According to existing products, make sure functions of the products.  
2) Be sure IFR of the product.  
3) Put forward assumptions and get the corresponding results: If we do not use the methods which 

is used in the products, the products won't generate the problems that we don’t want to.  
4) Contrast the products with IFR of the products, find out the problems existing in the products.  

 
Fig. 2 The flow chart of using IFR to find problems of the product  

Because the problems of the products that we get by IFR is specific, and the 39 engineering 
parameters are abstract. So, the problems of products cannot be applied directly. In order to apply 
contradiction matrix to solve the problems, we should convert them into corresponding engineering 
parameters. And 39 engineering parameters of the contradiction matrix can describe most of the 
technology contradictions in engineering field, so we can convert the problems that we get from 
IFR into corresponding engineering parameters. We can compare the problems with engineering 
parameters, and make sure what engineering parameters existing in the products.  

3. Be sure the invention principle of the technology contradictions 

To deal with the problems of the products, designers should firstly try to propose conventional 
method which can solve the problems directly. If the method can solve the problems and doesn’t 
cause other parameters go bad, we can use this method in the product design, else we can’t use this 
method in the product design, and the problems are one parameter of technology contradictions 
respectively. In this case, we should use contradiction matrix to deal with the problems.  

Before we use contradiction matrix to deal with the problems existing in the products, we should 
find out both two parameters which compose technology contradiction. One of the parameters is that 
existing in the product, and we want to improve. The other is that when we improve the parameters 
the product will generate. Because it is difficult for we to make sure deteriorative parameters directly 
by the improvement parameters. So we can try to put forward to conventional method to solve the 
problem, and find what parameters will deteriorate, and this parameters will be the deteriorative 
parameters [5]. Then we can look up contradiction matrix table to find out the inventive principles to 
solve the technology contradictions. The steps of using the contradiction matrix to solve the 
technology contradiction and get preliminary design ideas are shown below and the flow chart is 
shown in figure 3. 

1) Propose conventional methods to solve problems of the products.  
2) If the method will cause other parameters go bad, we find out it and make sure the 

technology contradictions.  
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3) Look up contradiction matrix table to find the inventive principles that can solve the 
technology contradictions.  

4) Finally, translate the invention principles into specific design schemes by combining specific 
products with restrictive conditions.  
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Fig. 3 The flowchart of using the contradiction matrix to solve the problems 

Because the inventive principle we get from the contradiction matrix table is abstract, and it is 
difficult to apply directly, and the same invention principle for different product it will have different 
design schemes. So we should translate the invention principle to specific design scheme by 
combining specific products with restrictive conditions.  

4. Examples of applying contradiction matrix 

As the important component of fixture clamping, the design of clamping device, to some extent, 
determines the quality of the fixture. This paper use clamping device of milling fixture for instance to 
introduce how to use contradiction matrix in product innovation design. According definition of 
clamping device [6], clamping device of milling fixture is the tool that fixes workpiece after the 
workpiece is in its position, and makes it won't appear vibration or displacement when it suffer 
cutting force, inertia force and centrifugal force during machining, and ensure quality of the 
workpiece. 
4.1 Find the problems of clamping device by ideal final result.  

Though different types of machine tool fixture has different structure, but they generally compose 
by positioning device, clamping device, fixture body and other devices. The function of the 
clamping device of milling fixture is : clamping device makes workpiece won't appear vibration or 
displacement when it suffer cutting force, inertia force and centrifugal force during the process of 
machining. They compose mainly by device that provide power, force transmission mechanism and 
clamping element [6].  

According to the function of clamping device, we want to get the IFR of clamping device is: 
workpiece can automatically be fixed without requiring additional components, and it will not 
generate vibration or displacement when it is processed. That is to say, workpiece can be fixed on 
milling fixture using no clamping device. But there is no such technology which has been used on 
milling fixture.  

 
Fig. 4 Cylinder 

This paper use the design of clamping device as an example which is used fixed cylinder on 
milling fixture. The size of the cylinder and the processing requirements are: outer circle diameter is 
45mm, inner circle diameter is 42mm, in this paper we want to mill keyway which is 015.0

06 mm wide 

and 8mm deep, and guarantee symmetry degree is 0. 001mm which both sides of the keyway to the 
axis of outer circle, and parallel degree is 0. 005 mm which both sides of the keyway to the axis of 
outer circle. The specific requirements of the cylinder is shown in figure 4.  
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In order to process large batch of cylinder described above, we should design special fixture to 
improve machining efficiency. At present, the typical design scheme of clamping device to machine 
cylinder keyway is shown in figure 5. According to the design scheme shown in figure 5, rotate 
eccentric came to the left, we can lose cylinder by the force of spring, and rotate eccentric came to the 
right, because eccentric cam and v block form self-locking, we can fix cylinder on the clamping 
device. We can see that this design scheme can realize to fix the cylinder quickly. But because the 
cylinder is thin, if the clamping force is great which providing by clamping device, the cylinder is 
easy to generate deformation; if the clamping force is small, the cylinder will produce obvious 
vibration and displacement when it is being machined.  

 
Fig. 5 Typical design scheme 

When we design the clamping device, if we do not want the cylinder to produce vibration and 
displacement when it is being machined, the clamping device should offer greater force than the 
cylinder need to avoid it generate vibration and displacement. But at the force of clamping device, 
cylinder will generate deformation, which will reduce machining accuracy of the cylinder. Because 
of using clamping device, cylinder will have the problems mentioned above. Therefore, we can find 
the problems existing in the clamping device is: 1) generate deformation; 2) reduce machining 
accuracy. The flow chart given below help we find out the problems existing in the clamping device 
quickly. It is shown in figure 6.  

 
Fig. 6 The flow chart of using IFR to find problems of the clamping device  

Because 39 engineering parameters of the contradiction matrix can describe most of problems in 
engineering field, and in order to apply contradiction matrix to solve the problems, we should 
convert these problems into corresponding engineering parameters. We can find out corresponding 
engineering parameters of the problems by comparing the problems with 39 engineering parameters 
of contradiction matrix. By comparison we can be sure that the parameters we want to improve in the 
clamping device is “shape” and “manufacturing precision”.  
4.2 Be sure the invention principle of the technology contradictions. 

According to the method that using contradiction matrix to handle the technology contradictions, 
which is proposed above, we should firstly propose conventional method to try to solve the problems 
that existing in cylinder. In the face of these problems, this paper propose conventional method to 
solve them directly: Achieve the target by reducing the force of the clamping device. But reduce the 
force of clamping device will cause the cylinder occur vibration or displacement when it is being 
machined. Therefore, the problems that existing in the cylinder are one of the problems of two 
technical contradictions respectively. So we can use the contradiction matrix to solve them.  

According to the conventional solution proposed above, if we reduce the force of clamping device, 
the cylinder will not be fixed on the clamping device. Comparing the problem to 39 engineering 
parameters, we can be sure the parameters is “force”, which is cause by improving the “shape” and 
“manufacturing precision” of the cylinder. So, the technology contradictions of the cylinder are 
“shape” with “force” and “manufacturing precision” with “force”. We can look up the contradiction 
matrix table [3] to find out invention principles to solve these technology contradictions.  
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In order to show the problems existing in clamping device and to show the process which how we 
get the invention principles to solve these problems clearly, we make the steps above in a table, which 
is shown in the table 1.  

Table 1 Find the invention principle by the problems of cylinder 

Problems 
Engineering 
parameter 

Conventional 
solution 

Deterioration problems 
Deterioration 
parameters 

Invention 
principle 

Machining 
accuracy is poor 

Machining 
accuracy 

Reduce force Vibration, displacement Force 28, 19, 34, 36 

Deformation Shape Reduce force Vibration, displacement Force 35, 10, 37, 40 

 
Table 2 Translate the invention principle to design ideas 

Invention 
principle 

Description of the invention principle 
Design ideas of the 

clamping device 

28: Replace 
mechanical 

system 

1) Use visual system, hearing system, taste or smell system to replace the 
mechanical system. 

2) Use electric field, magnetic field, electromagnetic field that interact 
with the cylinder. 

3) Use the moving field to replace static field,  time-varying field to 
replace constant, structured field to replace unstructured field. 

4) Use field interaction of ferromagnetic particles. 

Inappropriate 

19: Cyclical 
1)Use periodic action or pulse action to replace a continuous action. 

2)If periodic action is on-going, change its frequency. 
3)In the pulse cycle use apause to perform another useful action. 

Inappropriate 

34: Abandon or 
regenerate 

1)Use the methods such as dissolution and evaporation to abandon 
the components which has completed its functions,  or  modify 

them directly when they are operating. 
2)Supplement consumption of the system or object rapidly when 

cylinder is being machining. 

Modify the cylinder 
when it is being 

machined 

36: Phase 
change 

Use a certain effect produced by the material when it change phase. Inappropriate 

10: Do it in 
advance 

1)Make necessary change to the object in advance. 
2)Placing objects in advance, and make it in the most convenient position 

where it can play a role and do not waste time in transportation. 

Before machine the 
cylinder, use other 

systems to support it 
in advance. 

35: Physical or 
chemical 

parameters 
change 

1)Change the state of aggregation. 
2)Change the concentration or density. 

3)Change compliance. 
4)Change the temperature. 

Improve cylinder 
performance by 

changing the 
environment. 

37: Thermal 
expansion 

1)Use thermal expansion materials or heat shrinkable materials. 
2)Use a combination object which is make by several different materials 

that thermal expansion coefficient is different. 
Inappropriate 

40: Composite Use composite material to replace homogeneous material. Inappropriate 

 
4.3 Translate the invention principles into specific design schemes. 

Because the inventive principles we get from the contradiction matrix table is abstract, so we 
should translate the invention principles into specific design schemes by combining the restricted 
conditions of machining cylinder that provided in this paper with the invention principles we get 
above. We can get the design ideas of clamping device design, which is shown in table 2.  

According to the design ideas of the clamping device in table 3, we can get design schemes which 
can reduce deformation and improve machining accuracy of the cylinder. The design schemes is 
shown in table 2.  

Scheme 1: Modify the cylinder when it is being machined.  
Because the machining precision of cylinder is reflected when it is machined. So if we can modify 

the deformation of cylinder in time, it will be effectual for processing accuracy, and will reduce the 
number of product scrap that is caused by excessive processing. Thus, we can measure the cylinder 
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while it is being machined, and modify it according to the result of measurement. This method can 
realize the purpose of improving the machining accuracy of the cylinder.  

Scheme 2: Before the cylinder be machined, using additional systems to support it in advance.  
For the instance, we can insert cylinder that diameter is 42mm into the workpiece before machine 

it, and which will improve machining accuracy of the workpiece in the end. This method can reduce 
deformation of the cylinder which is caused by the clamping device. The design scheme is shown in 
figure 7, which only show the part of clamping device that is changed.  

Scheme 3: Improve cylinder performance by changing the environment.  
Because the physical and mechanical properties of the metal materials are determined by the 

chemical composition of the material. So we can adjust chemical composition of the cylinder in 
reasonable range to improve the physical and mechanical properties [7].  

 
Fig. 7 Design scheme 

Control the temperature when cylinder is being machined. According to the cylinder material, we 
can make the cylinder be machined in a suitable temperature, and make it has better processing 
performance. This can reduce deformation and improve machining accuracy [8].  

In practical design, we may use two or more schemes to design the clamping device. Although 
these design schemes cannot achieve the IFR of the clamping device, they are more close to. So we 
can use these design schemes to design the clamping device.  

5 Summary 

Designers use traditional methods to find suitable scheme need to analysis lots of ideas they 
propose, eliminate many inappropriate ideas, and they might ignore part of schemes. Contradiction 
matrix can solve these problems very well, because it can focus on most likely design ideas which can 
solve the problems. In this paper, we can clearly reveal the convenience of using the contradiction 
matrix to solve problems by using it to design the clamping device of milling fixture.  
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